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Created to provide a more convenient way to manage your vehicle, the Toyota app gives you even more ways to stay connected to your vehicle. Featuring our range of Connected Services(1)(on select 2010 or newer, for Hawaii customers, 2018 or newer capable vehicles), simply sign up to activate, or manage your vehicle’s own Connected Services
and you could soon be enjoying great features like:• Remotely start/stop your vehicle(2)Start your vehicle and even warm or cool the interior based on the last climate-control settings. • Lock/Unlock your doorsNot sure if you remembered to lock your vehicle? Not anymore. Remotely lock and unlock your doors and receive confirmation once the action
is complete. • Find your parked vehicleForgotten where you parked? Use the Last Parked Location feature in your app to guide you to your vehicle's last known parked location. • Guest Drivers Alerts and NotificationsSet predetermined driver privileges by activating the Guest Driver Profile in your app and get notified if limits are exceeded. • Vehicle
maintenance alerts and health reports Check your maintenance alerts and see your vehicle’s health status in just a few taps. • Drive PulseUse Drive Pulse to monitor how you drive and learn how to become an even more efficient driver! With select 2022 vehicles, experience a range of new Connected Services features designed to help you get the
most out of your vehicle and assist you every day. Some of the new features you can enjoy include:• Last Mile NavigationGet directions sent from your vehicle to your smartphone via the Toyota app to get you the final steps of the way. • My DestinationsSet up to 20 destinations like home and work that can be saved and sent to your vehicle making it
easy to reach your destination. • Integrated Streaming Access your favorite audio streaming service and control it straight from the head unit without having to plug in or pair your mobile device.• User ProfileCustomize your profile by creating a profile name and adding a personal image.Downloading the Toyota app also gives you access to other
great features: • Owner’s Manual & Warranty GuidesAccess your owner’s manual and warranty guides instantly. • Dealer LocatorLogin to the app and search for the closest Toyota Dealer and save your preferred dealer for future reference. • Service Scheduling Let the app assist you when it’s time to schedule your next service appointment.•
Roadside AssistanceIn the event you need Roadside Assistance, login to the app for Roadside Assistance contact information. (1) Available services vary by vehicle and subscription type.(2) Remote services: Be aware of vehicle surroundings. Operate when legal and safe (e.g., do not start engine in enclosed space or if occupied by a child). See Owner’s
Manual for limitations. Jun 24, 2022 Version 2.0.4 Featuring the newly re-designed Toyota app with a new look and feel which provides a more interactive, easily accessible user experience. Our re-designed app brings the customer a simple, intuitive, seamless approach to their Toyota experience.Improved customer experience includes:A more
accessible and enhanced overview page with vehicle alerts, health & statusEasily accessible remote commands, remote sharing & driver alertsMore interactive service schedulingImproved bottom navigation including roadside assistance, collision assistance, wallet, connected services, shop for parts & accessories, view offers & much moreThe ability
to easily switch between light and dark modeToyota Rentals which allows Toyota owners and non-owners to search and reserve rental vehicles. (*Available only in the US and at select dealers.) I had a 2009 Prius with an “idiot” light to indicate that one of my 4 tires had low air pressure which meant that I didn’t know which tire required inflation. I
saw that my 2021 Camry Hybrid LE (“LE” means Least Expensive and Least Equipped) had the ability to calibrate the TPMS so one of the very first things that I did upon receiving my car was to make sure that all of my tires were inflated to the correct PSI and that I set (calibrated) the TPMS. To do that was challenging since I had to remove the
wheel covers to reach the tire valve stems. Getting the wheel covers back on was VERY challenging (I thought that I was playing “Whack-A-Mole”). Anyway, I discovered that I didn’t get to see the individual tire pressures and was back to the problem with the 2009 Prius AND I had to deal with taking wheel covers off and putting them back on! I even
purchased a very expensive high end OBD2 reader by BlueDriver hoping that it could read the individual tire pressure but I discovered that even though the Camry knew it I couldn’t access it! But now the most recent version of the app lets me see each individual tire’s pressure! I hope that in the near future I can check remotely via the app if my
doors are locked or unlocked! I used to love this app and now it just annoys me. I don’t want the extras in this app that have been added. Not interested in drive pulse; watching my driving habits, financing, or shopping. If I want something else I am capable enough to look for it. You should at least be able to hide annoying parts of this app and not see
it every time you go into it. Plus I am purchasing this app each year and it is not cheap because at the moment I am purchasing three of your connected apps. If these add-ons have to be there we should have the option to X it out and not see what we don’t want to see. Another thing, every time I go into this app there’s a shadow of another vehicle
that looks quite different than mine. One more issue for about the past two weeks it’s been stating it’s having an issue with tire pressure. I would also like the option to not see that again and again or fix that issue. I’ve deleted and reinstalled the app and it still there It needs tweaking. If I have to put up with all these additional annoyances I may not
purchase the renewal when it comes up this September when it expires. My vehicle is a 2021 RAV4 and I absolutely loved this app as much as my vehicle when I first purchased it; and now I don’t. Thank you for bringing your concerns and feedback to our attention. We'd love to hear your thoughts on how we can improve, if you have any additional
feedback feel free to share it using the In App feedback option. This app was getting by to begin with. The recent update has made it worse. It has now become slower with hit or miss functionality. It also bugs me that I keep getting a notification to buy Toyota genuine parts. It’s a new Toyota, why would I be needing parts? Why clutter the app with
such “offers” ?Also, the status of the car is often not updatedAnd even though I may have received a push notification with recent status, the app displays status from a while ago. It’s annoying to see that my car is unlocked, lock it with the app, receive a notification saying the car is already locked, then see the previous notification saying the car is
locked. The app also doesn’t close by itself and runs in the background with the blue outline around the time in the top left corner of the screen. What is this app doing to warrant running in the background like this? Is it actively navigating? Is there a call in progress? One thing the app is NOT doing is updating the status of the car. I always have to
manually shut down the app which is annoying. This could just be a functional and easy to use app of Toyota could get rid of the clutter. The developer, Toyota Motor Sales, U.S.A., Inc., indicated that the app’s privacy practices may include handling of data as described below. For more information, see the developer’s privacy policy. The following
data may be collected but it is not linked to your identity: Location Contact Info User Content Identifiers Usage Data Diagnostics Privacy practices may vary, for example, based on the features you use or your age. Learn More Developer Website App Support Privacy Policy Editor’s note: This is the first piece in a 12-part series exclusive to Inc.com
featuring excerpts from the recently published book, The Startup Owner’s Manual, written by serial entrepreneur-turned-educator Steve Blank and co-author Bob Dorf. Come back each week for more how-tos from this 608-page guide.For most of the past 50 years, finding the successful formula for repeatable startup success has remained a black art.
Founders have continually struggled with and adapted the “big business” tools, rules, and processes taught in business schools when startups failed to execute “the plan,” never admitting to the entrepreneurs that no startup executes to its business plan. Today, after half a century of practice, we know unequivocally that the traditional MBA
curriculum for running large companies like IBM, GM, and Boeing does not work in startups. In fact, it’s toxic.By the beginning of the 21st century, entrepreneurs, led by Web and mobile startups, began to seek and develop their own management tools. Now, a decade later, a radically different set of start-up tools has emerged, distinct from those
used in large companies but as comprehensive as the traditional “MBA Handbook.” The result is the emerging “science of entrepreneurial management.” Steve Blank’s first book, The Four Steps to the Epiphany, was one of its first texts. It recognized that the classic books about large-company management were ill-suited for early-stage ventures. It
offered a re-examination of the existing product-introduction process and delineated a radically different method that brings customers and their needs headfirst into the process long before the launch.Today’s entrepreneurs finally understand that startups are not simply smaller versions of big companies. Unlike their larger, established brethren,
who “execute” business plans, successful startups operate in “search” mode from day one: seeking a repeatable, scalable, profitable business model. The search for a business model requires dramatically different rules, roadmaps, skill sets, and tools—some of which we’ll examine in these Startup Owners Manual excerpts for Inc.com (buy the book
for the complete guide).While The Owner’s Manual is not a formula for guaranteed success by any means, we’re confident it will help reduce the failure rate of most startups that use our Customer Development process. Or, as we like to say, “in our joint 50-plus years of entrepreneurship, we’ve made all the startup mistakes ourselves…and we’ve
catalogued them in The Owner’s Manual so you don’t have to make them too.”If we had to summarize the Owner’s Manual in a single sentence, it’d be simple to choose: “Get out of the Building!” Why? Because today’s startups seldom fail for lack of technology or product; they fail most often because of their inability to find customers. So the core of
Customer Development is blissfully simple: Products developed by founders who get out of the building early and often, win. Products handed off to sales and marketing organizations that are only tangentially involved in the product development process will lose. The Owner’s Manual and the Customer Development model it details push startup
founders out of the building, where customers live, to transform an entrepreneur’s guesses about his or her business model into facts. Getting out of the building means acquiring a deep understanding of customer needs, and combining that knowledge with incremental and iterative product development.And when you blend Customer Development
with Agile product development, the result is a product that evolves over time based not on the opinions of founders or investors, but on feedback from the folks who will ultimately buy it—the customers! In the process, it reduces the need for massive early infusions of capital and eliminates wasted time, money, and effort.Face-to-face customer
feedback refines or validates every component of the startup’s business model, not just the product itself. Who are my target customers, where will they buy my product, how much will they pay, and how will I “get, keep, and grow” my customers are among the many key questions posed by the startup business model—and answered with customer
feedback.Stay tuned for more excerpts from The Startup Owner's Manual.
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